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Back-End Electronics Status 
 

Fiber interface to SCROD works 

Currently just dumping data from SCROD into FIFO (no processing) 

 

DMA readout of FINESSE by COPPER works 

 

Event generator finished by end of Sept 

Can start looking at SCROD  FINESSE thruput once this is complete 

 

Starting to look at reading data off COPPER via Ethernet 

 

Proper FINESSE driver still in progress 
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Instrument Development Laboratory 

The mission of the Instrument Development Laboratory (IDL) is to design, develop, and deploy 
advanced state-of-the-art instrument systems and custom application software in support of the 
ongoing experimental research efforts within EMSL. IDL staff design and develop much of the 
custom hardware and software used at EMSL, and provide the critical support necessary to rapidly 
modify or adapt a user's system to help the user achieve the world-class results they expect at 
EMSL.    

      http://www.emsl.pnl.gov/capabilities/idl/ 

 

Eric Choi (CS/EE) 

FPGA design for TOF measurements of particles from laser ablation 

FPGA/DSP work for JSATS (Juvenile Salmon Acoustic Tracking System) 

Microcontroller design for low-power, GPS-enabled aerosol sampler  

 

Hardeep Mehta (EE) 

NMR instrumentation -- extended capabilities such as flow capability and  
microcoil imaging 

 

Between the two of them, ~1 FTE available over the next 3 months 

Potential for more time beyond that 
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Next Steps 

Write a CRT test plan!  (with help) 

I can sketch out initial version, others can help fill in? 
 

Get Eric and Hardeep up to speed 

Need additional hardware (currently have 2 SCRODs, 1 ASIC) 
 

Determine best method of transferring data from COPPER to “DAQ” 

Need to merge fiber and CAMAC (USB) data somewhere 

COPPER CPU not a good place to do it (no easy USB) 
 

Implement “passthru” DSP programming on FINESSE 
 

Proper FINESSE driver 
 

Implement TTRX trigger/busy on FINESSE 
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